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ABSTRACT

Due to their renowned great information processing and dissemination power, Health information systems (HIS) can readily avail past patient medical information across the continuum of care in order to facilitate ongoing treatment. However, a number of existing HIS are designed as vertical silos with no interoperability onuses and therefore, cannot exchange patient information. At the same time, there is limited knowledge about the intricacies and factors that surround HIS’ interoperability implementations. This study therefore, employs an institutional lens perspective to investigate contextual factors influencing HIS’ interoperability designing. Through this perspective, seven contextual factors were arrived at institutional autonomism, intended system goals, existing health-information-systems, national HIS implementation guidelines, interoperability standards, policy and resources in terms of money and labour. A further study implication is the use of institutional lens in making sense of the institutions’ context of integration in order to discover salient factors that might influence health-information-systems’ interoperability designing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Health information system (HIS) implementation has of recent been top on agenda of most federal governments and healthcare institutions [1]. This is because HIS have proved to be useful in managing health information [2, 3] and still promise among others improved patient care and coordination as they become more interoperable [4-6]. HIS are interoperable if they can work together to effectively deliver healthcare within and across organizational boundaries [7]. Currently, a number of HIS are non-interoperable, given that they are designed as vertical silos [8-10]. Consequently, in efforts to aid ongoing treatment, several healthcare centers experience patient information exchange challenges [11, 12]. Nonetheless, to overcome such challenges, [8] among other authors call for the design and implementation of horizontally integrated health information systems.

However, there exists considerable research about interoperability and HIS integrated systems [8], but there is limited knowledge on the intricacies of their implementation processes [1, 13-15]. Yet according to [16] a system is as good as its implementation process. Therefore, to further understanding of the HIS implementation process intricacies, [17-22] emphasize the examination of salient contextual factors that influence the implementation process. Contextual factors are key...
features within the environment that influence the intervention [23]. They can either enable or hinder successful implementation of information communication systems [23, 24]. According to [25-27] successful information system interoperability implementations depend on the context of integration. They [25] and [27] state that the choice of an interoperability principle greatly depends on the context of integration. An interoperability principle is a communication link between information systems that enables them to exchange information [27]. Therefore, a thorough analysis of the context of integration [25, 27] and the discovery of salient contextual factors might increase HIS interoperability implementations [28]. To better understand salient organizational and institutional factors [29] recommend the use of institutional theory in such studies. They assert that institutional theory helps researchers to analyze both internal and external factors influencing the implementation process. At the same time [30] calls for proper management of the entire context analysis process, and [31] argues for both management and designing of organizational interoperability. Indeed several authors argue for interoperability designing during system implementation [6, 32], and [15] argues for tactful management of the implementation process. Therefore, in order to improve understanding of the intricacies surrounding the design and management of HIS interoperability process, this study draws on institutional theory to examine contextual factors that influence such processes.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In the theoretical framing section, institutional theory is explored as a framework within which to analyze internal and external contextual factors that influence HIS interoperability implementations. The research approach section describes the study as an interpretative case study, and explains the data collection and analysis methods applied. Study findings are presented in the fourth section as contextual factors. This is followed by a discussion of identified contextual factors according to their degree of controllability and their influence on HIS interoperability implementations. The final section concludes the paper and proposes future works regarding contextual HIS interoperability management and designing.

2. **THEORETICAL FRAMING: INSTITUTIONAL THEORY**

Healthcare systems usually consist of a number of institutions [33], and according to [34] institutions are social structures that have attained higher degrees of resilience, and legitimacy. Institutions are composed of cultural-cognitive, normative, and regulative elements that together with other factors provide stability [34, 35]. Therefore according to institutional theory, organizations are influenced by both internal and external pressures within the environment in which they operate [36]. Accordingly, institutional theory helps in understanding inherent relationships among institutional mechanisms and other organizational factors [37]. Usually, prevailing coercive, mimetic and normative isomorphic forces largely shape the institution [38]. Whereby coercive forces are formal and informal political influences that institutionalize certain practices, mimetic forces are pressures to mimic other similar institutions, and normative forces are those associated with professionalization of organizational actors [38]. A number of researchers have used institutional theory, but this study has been inspired by [29] who used institutional theory to understand barriers to e-government interoperability, and [39] who used it to study enterprise architectures and interoperability in governments. Thus, this study employs institutional theory to analyse internal and external contextual factors that influence health institutions’ legitimate behaviours [38] during the design and management of HIS interoperability.
3. RESEARCH APPROACH

The study employed a case study perspective [40] where participants’ responses were conceptualized to construct meaning according to the study objectives [41]. A case study perspective was chosen in order to explore and illustrate the HIS implementation phenomena in action [40, 42]. Through qualitative research methods that included; semi-structured interviews, document reviews and focused group meetings [40, 43] data was collected and analysed through the general inductive analysis method [44]. The inductive analysis method consisted of several phases, right from interview transcription to refinement of categories in relation to the study objectives [44].

3.1. Case Study Setting and Description

The case study investigated health information systems used across health facilities in Uganda. Uganda is a developing country in Africa that is highly embracing HIS use at most of its health facilities [45]. Health facilities in Uganda are either public or privately owned, and are at different regulatory levels; national/regional referrals, district hospitals and health-center IV-I respectively [45]. However, each health institution operates independently and can implement its own HIS, thus the numerous HIS in use within the country [46]. Particularly, for this study, participating HIS were identified through a field exploration of the implemented HIS within the country that was carried out from July 2017 to July 2018. Through this field exploration it was discovered that many systems were donor funded and would not go beyond the piloting stage whenever the funded project ended [47]. Therefore, stable health information systems that were sustainable and widely used across health facilities were singled out. Consequently, with insights from the ministry of health officials, five outstanding health information systems were considered for the study. They included Uganda-EMR, District Health Information System - DHIS2, HeleCare2x, Clinic master and Nganisha health information system as per their description in Table 1. Consequently, the study participants consisted of five ministry of health officials, fifteen systems developers, and seven projects managers for the identified HIS.

Table 1. Description of studied HIS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health information system</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uganda-EMR</td>
<td>Uganda-EMR. This is customized ‘Open-MRS’ electronic medical records system for Uganda. The ministry of health has recommended it to be the nation’s patient records’ system. Pilot testing on the HIV-AIDS module are ongoing in selected districts within the country. <a href="http://emrportal.mets.or.ug/">http://emrportal.mets.or.ug/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHIS2</td>
<td>District Health Information System -DHIS2 is a health management system that provides a logical platform for data entry, processing, and data presentation to national planners” [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeleCare2x</td>
<td>HeleCare2x: Customized for Uganda from Care2x, it is an Integrated Hospital Information System that includes: Admission, Surgery, Outpatient, Nursing, Wards, Pharmacy, Labs and Security among others [48]. It provides one complete single patient record at the health facility. <a href="http://care2x.org/">http://care2x.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic master</td>
<td>Clinic master: this integrated health information management and medical billing system automates patients’ transactions at the clinic on a visit basis. It is mostly used by private health institutions. <a href="https://clinicmaster.net/about-us/">https://clinicmaster.net/about-us/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nganisha</td>
<td>Nganisha health information system is an all-inclusive health management information system that provides real time and complete patient health data at a health facility. Current pilots are in government health facilities (western and eastern Uganda) by health net chatted Uganda. <a href="https://twitter.com/ugandahealthnet">https://twitter.com/ugandahealthnet</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Data Collection

Data collection involved interviews, focus group discussions, and document reviews [43]. Semi-structured interviews were used to generate deep and rich interactions during the interviews, whereby the researcher made sense of the interviews by constructing meaning. Interviews for project managers and system developers focused on extracting responses regarding external and internal salient factors onto which they based HIS implementation decisions. Whereas ministry of health officials’ interviews focused on the kind of HIS in use, interoperability structures or policies in place and national HIS implementation guidelines in place. All interviews were recorded with permission and each session lasted approximately 70 minutes. System developers were interviewed more than once in order to get rich data and insights of what transpired during the HIS implementation process. In order to confirm what was reported in the interviews [41], key documents including Uganda e-health policy, HIS developers’ websites and the national sector development plan were reviewed. In addition, this study adhered to ethical issues of confidentiality, integrity and anonymity [49].

3.3. Data Analysis

The data analysis stage consisted of several phases, with verbatim transcription [50] in the early phases. This was followed by reading the interview transcripts several times in order to make sense of the study objectives [44]. This analysis phase enabled the identification and construction of contextual factors that influence the design and management of HIS interoperability. Inspired by institutional theory the researcher identified respondent phrases that pointed to either an external or an internal need/pressure that influenced their HIS implementation decisions concerning interoperability. The last phase was to revisit the data in order to re-examine the identified working categories and refine them into final categories. Particularly, ten working categories were refined into seven final categories of contextual factors.

4. RESULTS

This section presents seven contextual factors that influence the design and management of HIS interoperability as described below. These factors were determined from external and internal pressures that influenced the HIS implementation process according to institutional theory.

4.1. Intended System Goals

In order to fulfil their core values, institutions often implement information systems for smooth operations. However, in any system development process, the first phase is always focused on eliciting the requirements of the system [51]. For successful requirement elicitation [51] recommends a goal driven approach. Therefore, in consultation with the system users, designers look out for system requirements vs intended system goals. They ask questions like; why is the system being designed, and what is it going to serve. Within this phase the intended system users present their requests of what the system should offer, and to the designers these form system requirements. Ultimately, these system requirements mirror the intended goal of the system. The system is then designed according to the requirements presented by its intended users. For example, if the users’ requirement were that the system should share data with other HIS, then it would be designed as interoperable else it would be designed with no focus on interoperability. This is evident in the following participants’ verbatim quotes.

“Implementation decisions are made based on client needs”, “Yes so it is more of demand driven, we build on demand” and “but if we have a requirement (need/goal) that it must talk to
some other system, then we ensure we produce the right data either as input or output for any system.”

Therefore, if interoperability is among system requirements, then it can inherently/purposively be designed [6] else it will be designed in future as need arises. Therefore, initial goals of the system/system requirements can greatly influence system design and implementation. They determine whether interoperability capabilities should be designed along or not [52].

4.2. National HIS Implementation Guidelines

Systems cannot interoperate unless interoperability capabilities are designed consciously into them, either inherently or at the time of need [52, 53]. This implies that in order to have HIS that are interoperable, there ought to be standard HIS implementation guidelines for all participating systems [54, 55]. ISO-2004 standard asserts that any systems planning to integrate should do so according to prescribed methods [56] and according [57] organizations have to mutually agree to interact, though this tends to be hard in practice [58]. In Uganda, HIS developers are required to follow the current HMIS tools during system implementation as a minimum ministry of health directive. HMIS tools are local paper forms that are standardised specifically for data collection about key health indicators at health facilities. Therefore, authorities in a given country ought to enforce uniform HIS interoperability implementation guidelines, else every single HIS will be developed independently following institution specific guidelines. Below is a respondent verbatim quote about HIS implementation guidelines in Uganda.

“We had no regulatory framework, no policy, no standards, no interoperability framework, people just implement haphazardly without following any guidelines from the ministry.”

However, all hope for Uganda is not lost as the design for an interoperability architecture is underway. Once the interoperability architecture is institutionalized and operationalized, all HIS developed in the country will be required to adhere to it, which could advance HIS interoperability implementations in the country. Here we clearly see coercive forces at play, when standard HIS implementation guidelines become a rule of thumb.

4.3. Interoperability Standards

Interoperability standards “facilitate seamless sharing of information between health information systems” [54, 59]. They could be messaging standards, terminology standards and general interoperability standards [54, 59] specifically, for healthcare they could include standard disease classifications and standardized electronic health records among others [54]. Enforcement of such uniform interoperability standards at national or institutional level might lead to implementation of interoperable HIS. The importance of interoperability standards is actually identified in the following respondent verbatim quotes:

“Mainly, we look at software development standards that allow interoperability, we use mainly REST.” “As long as that system is compatible to some standard there can be a possibility of sharing data with the other systems.” “… On top of what the users have requested, there are some standards.”

In contrast, lack of uniform interoperability standards leads to the design of health information systems that are not interoperable [11], since they are designed following institution specific standards. This is reflected in the following respondent verbatim quote. “That is one of the main problems of systems we have been having, most of them have their own standards.” Nevertheless, it is important to know the kind of data that needs to be shared, else each system
will define its own, and there will not be a standard patient record to share. The importance of defining a standard patient record can be seen in the following participants’ verbatim quotes.

“We are restricted in what to move.” “We have tried to look for any document that defines that but in vain. All of them stop on the point of integration and interoperability but they don’t narrow down on what should be shared.”

4.4. Institutional Autonomism

According to [60] institutional autonomism can greatly influence the system integration process. In Uganda health institutions are either publically owned or privately owned [45]. The public owned are entirely under government leadership and the private ones are under institutional governance. Whereas public health institutions entirely implement government directives and recommended health systems, private institutions tend to be hesitant. A case in point is the Uganda Ministry of health directive to use DHIS2 system at all health facilities, whereas public health institutions use DHIS, private institutions rarely use it, as reflected in the following respondent verbatim quote.

“…all these health facilities are obliged to report …whether private or public, but again the private clinics they do not report.”

In most cases, autonomous institutions implement their own HIS and follow their own institution-specific implementation guidelines. Due to institutional logics, [39] argues that organizations can implement their own systems, and can even mimic other systems. Such practises can increase system fragmentation and duplication, and can affect a countries’ HIS interoperability plans. Consequently, the nation ends up having numerous silos HIS that are non-interoperable and cannot share/exchange health data. For example three of the studied Uganda systems (Nganisha, Clinic master and HeleCare 2x) are all focused on providing one complete single patient record at the health facility.

On the other hand collaboration among health institutions is a key ingredient to interoperability designing however, there is little coordination amongst healthcare units and little communication between different health information systems [61]. In effect, most institutions tend to own their health data and are not open to external discussions [6]. They usually consider their data as an institutional assert or are prohibited by donor specific regulation as evident in the following participants’ verbatim quotes.

“There is no will to share in private hospitals, though the government wants to integrate health systems.” “… ownership of the data is a big issue, each entity believe that they own there data and remember each entity is autonomous so there is a lot of negotiation that is involved.”

“… We have asked how come they are not interoperable… this is given by the donor and they are not willing to integrate.”

4.5. Policy

Due to coercive isomorphism, institutions are subjected to certain important laws or rules that govern them [62]. These laws could be in form of policies since a policy is a rule of law according to [63]. Regarding HIS implementations, policies could concern system development, system integration, data sharing and information exchange, security and privacy of sensitive health data among others. Such policies once institutionalized [55, 64] could help direct HIS
interoperability implementations within a country. For example, Uganda has an operational e-health policy within which all HIS in the country must be interoperable, and must integrate with DHIS2. DHIS2 is the countries’ national aggregation system for key health indicators. For example, data sharing policies ought to take into consideration the sensitivity of health data, when it comes to cross boundaries exchanges. For example, due to the sensitivity of health data, HIS in Uganda are restricted from exchanging or even clouding patient medical information. In effect, policy regulations influence the way HIS are implemented, either as interoperable or as non-interoperable. The following are respondent verbatim quotes concerning the influence of policy to HIS interoperability implementations.

“…policy is one of those challenges.” “…but the challenge comes in with policy, policy of Uganda especially health does not allow clouding patient information.” “what is restricting is not the technology but is policy and maybe human resource but technology-wise we are already there.”

4.6. Existing Health Information Systems

Health information systems’ interoperability is achieved when all participating systems are able to share and exchange health data amongst themselves [65]. However, interoperability is a capability [31, 53] which can be present or missing in a given system. It is therefore, important to scrutinize all existing HIS of their interoperability capabilities [66] in order to plan their compatibility with other systems [67]. According to [58] existing systems highly influence interoperability designing, they determine if a standard-approach can be taken or not. For instance, the Ministry of health of Uganda in 2018 carried out an e-health readiness assessment to examine existing HIS in order to determine those to scale out and those to eliminate.

“…in the interim period we wanted to look at the criteria…. For example EMRs what should they look at, before I approve an EMR to be used in the country … to have a benchmark, to see how can we assess and agree whether we should adopt this or we feel this EMR has worked in five districts why can’t we scale it up instead of having another one”

In addition, observed benefits from existing systems can lead to implementation of similar interoperable systems due to institutional mimetic forces. A case in point is the district health information system – DHIS2, which is taken as the countries’ model system, and thus the proposal to integrate all other systems to DHIS2. Therefore, existing systems have a great influence on the design and management of health information systems’ interoperability, as expressed in the following respondent verbatim quotes:

“Yeah we looked at other systems.” “…of course there were systems that were running like open MRS but they were specific to programs. They were not general, that is when we opted to design our own health management system.”

4.7. Resources

To have successful interventions and system sustainability, stable resources are required. These resources could include money, labour and time among others. For HIS interoperability implementation projects having skilled system developers and experienced top managers would be rewarding [68]. Managers and systems developers would work collaboratively for the success of the HIS interoperability implementation project. [68] refers to a successful HIS interoperability intervention where managers worked closely with system designers and vendors. For example in Uganda at the national level, the authorities have planned for interoperability, but at the implementation level these authorities are missing and have not managed the design of
interoperability. As a result a number of silos HIS have been developed independently [46] with no or limited reference to the national interoperability architecture that is under construction. It is therefore, not enough for the authorities to issue a directive on interoperable systems, but rather they should supervise and enforce strict adherence to the recommended HIS interoperability implementation guidelines. In addition, the available staff should be skilled and should be able to carry out their roles effectively, though this is still a challenge in Uganda. The following respondent verbatim quotes point human resources as an important factor for the design and management of HIS interoperability.

“…there is a lot of things that need to be thought thru …policies and other players say human resource and all that to deal with interoperability.” “Human recourse in Uganda is still lacking a lot when it comes to technology empowerment.”

On the other hand, another important resource is having enough money to finance all project activities [17, 68] as need arises. For example, a number of HIS implementations in Uganda are donor funded and are not sustainable once the project ends. Most of these donor-funded projects are disease specific e.g HIV-AIDS, so they focus on a narrow problem and lead to a pool of fragmented HIS all over the country, as reflected in the following respondent quote.

“…However, that RX-solution doesn’t have an API, doesn’t talk to macs & sage….we have asked how come they are not interoperable,…this is given by the donor and they are not willing to integrate.”

It implies that having enough money to implement and sustain inclusive interoperable HIS, might eliminate standalone disease specific systems. Yet, implementing inclusive interoperable HIS is very costly, and the health institutions are not ready to bear that high cost as seen in the following respondent verbatim quotes.

“…because you see the cost of integration is going to be borne by the facilities….. I do not think they have been able to quantify the exact benefit. “It would not actually be hard…I think it is an issue of resources not being allocated to that.”

In other words, HIS interoperability implementations within a country could increase once a country’s digital healthcare system is centrally driven and financed by the government. As seen in the five countries investigated by [69] that have employed a centralised mechanism of coordination, legislation and management of all their healthcare services. Therefore, cost and human resources highly influence HIS interoperability implementations.

5. DISCUSSION

This study presents a number of contextual factors that can influence HIS interoperability implementations, and further discusses their levels of controllability, as emphasised by [70]. Particularly, in this study some of the identified factors were controlled to some degree yet others could not be controlled at the implementation level -they were a ‘must’ follow [70]. The degree of controllability could be attributed to isomorphism forces, which according to [38] include coercive, normative and memetic institutional forces. With such forces at play sometimes, organizations live in what [71] refer to as an iron cage. For instance, in this case-study internal factors that were determined locally at the institutional level or by the implementation team could be controlled, but external factors were not feasibly controllable. External factors were primarily influenced by coercive forces and internal factors were primarily influenced by normative and memetic forces.
Coercive forces could include national, international, or institutional policies, norms, values [38], standard operating procedures as well as national system implementation guidelines, which health institutions have to adhere to. In this study, coercive external factors included policy, interoperability standards, HIS implementation guidelines and existing health information systems. These were followed as is with exception of ‘existing health information systems’ that could be manipulated by the implementers, through human agency [72] and enactment [73]. Whereas internal factors included intended system goals, existing health information systems, resources and institutional autonomism, which were greatly manipulated by the HIS implementers. It is therefore important to understand beforehand the kind of contextual factors that might affect the HIS implementation process in order to mitigate them accordingly. As it is likely that the implementers will have limited or no control on external factors but can fully control the internal factors, for optimal management and design of health information systems’ interoperability. However, depending on the prevailing conditions and the degree of controllability a given contextual factor can either hinder or enable intervention success [23, 24]. For example, when the initial system goals, policies, standards, and HIS interoperability implementation guidelines are in support of HIS interoperability, the developed systems are often interoperable else they are non-interoperable. At the same time when there are enough recourses in terms of money and skilled labour the HIS interoperability intervention would be successful else it would be negatively affected [68]. Yet again when existing HIS have attained a certain degree of interoperability maturity, then HIS interoperability implementations could be feasibly negotiated and enhanced.

Consequently, this study highlights the importance of context awareness and readiness, since awareness of the likely influence of certain contextual factors and their degree of controllability beforehand would prepare the system implementers [55, 70] on how to design and manage HIS interoperability. For instance, in situations where organisations live in what [71] calls a ‘cage’, organizations can be empowered and prepared to overcome the prevailing institutional logics, and pressures.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This study intended to investigate contextual factors that influence the design and management of HIS interoperability. Expediently, a number of contextual factors including institutional autonomism, intended system goals, existing health information systems, national HIS implementation guidelines, interoperability standards, policy and resources were arrived at. However, due to institutional isomorphism, external contextual factors are not feasibly controllable at the project implementation level, but internal factors could be controlled. The study holds that contextual factors could either enable or hinder HIS interoperability implementations. Therefore, awareness of the likely contextual factors beforehand would greatly improve HIS’ interoperability design and management. In conclusion, the study proposes the following as future works: (a) a focus on contextual factors in HIS interoperability design and management. (b) A focus on institutionalising laws, frameworks, guidelines, standards and policies that support HIS integration [64]. (c) Investigation of the potential of institutional lens in making sense of the institutions’ context of integration, in order to discover salient factors that might affect HIS’ interoperability designing.
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